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It is observed that the literature contains several erroneous formulas 
for the expansions of hypergeometric functions of one and two variables 
in series of Meijer’s G’-functions and Fox’s H-functions. These include the 
main results (involving the G-function) of R. K. Saxena and L. K. Bhag- 
chandani’s paper [5], which are essentially the same as those in a latter 
paper by B. L. Sharma [7], and indeed also their straightforward generaliz- 
ations (involving the H-function) given recently by M. Shah [6] ; in fact, 
the corrected versions of all except the first one of Shah’s main results are 
found to be contained in the earlier papers [5] and [7] which admittedly 
motivated his work. {See also Footnotes 2 and 3 of the present paper.} 
Possible remedies (and corrections) in the main results of these three papers 
are indicated, and it is shown how readily the appropriately corrected 
results can be extended to hold for a general function of several variables 
defined by a multiple power series with arbitrary terms. Finally, a 
similar generalization of a (multivariable) expansion theorem due to 
H. M. Srivastava and M. C. Daoust [ll], involving the generalized 
Lauricella hypergeometric functions of several variables, is presented. 
* Supported, in part, by NSERC g-rant A-7363. 
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1. Saxena and Bhagchandani gave the expansion formula [6, p. 202, 
Eq. (411: 
where qt(xl . ..) denotes Meijer’s G-function (cf., e.g., [3, p. 207 et s~cJ.]) 
and, for convenience, 
Since [q. cit., p. 209, Eq. (9)] 
where 0 SnzSq and 0 sngp, (1) evidently assumes the ~k&ent form : 
which was given by Sharma [7, p. 34, Eq. (a)]. 
The expansion formula (1) was applied by Saxena and Bhagchandani 
C6, P. 203, Bq. (6)1, and subsequently its equivalent form (4) by Sharma 
[7, p, 36, Eq. (6)], to derive the same generalization of the following 
earlier result due to Srivastava [9, p. 246, Eq. (2.2)]: 
( [ 
* F&g -n,A+l: (ar); (7~); 
: (pm); (dv); x2’ ?I2 1 ’ 
which is obviously contained in Srivastava’s more recent expansion [lo, 
p. 426, Eq. (1.4)] 
(6) 
2 F~ifz C 
(ad : (w) ; (pd ;(b,) : (Pm) ; (8,) ; -z2z2> -Y2Z2 1 
= W + 1) j. 5 JA+,, (24 
y2 1 ' 
where, for brevity, (ar) denotes the array of p parameters al, . . . . a,, with 
similar interpretations for (b,), (cQ), (pm), et cetera, and F&$: is a general 
(Kampe de Feriet’s) double hypergeometric function [l, p. 1601 in the 
(modified) notation due to Burchnall and Chaundy [2, p. 1121. 
The proofs of the G-function expansions (1) and (4), as also the proofs 
of Srivastava’s earlier results (5) and (6), are based upon the familiar 
Neumann expansion [12, p. 141, Eq. (7)] 
where J,,(z) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind. In fact, Saxena 
and Bhagchandani [5] and Sharma [7] multiply both sides of (7) essen- 
tially by 
and integrate the resulting products with respect to x between the limits 
0 and CQ, and they obtain 
provided that the inversion of the order of integration and summation 
is permissible. 
The integral on the left-hand side of (8) can be evaluated by using 
the well-known Mellin transform of the G-function (cf. [3, p. 2071) under, 
for example, the following conditions: 
(9) 0 ZP+Q-)(r+s-l)>O, larg(z)I<on, O<lzl<oo 
and 
(10) - l~j& (1, Re (WI < Re (4 < 1 - l:fya (Re k-%4. 
On the other hand, for fixed n the integral under summation is derivable 
from the known Hankel transform of the G-function (cf., e.g., [3, p. 214, 
Eq. (9)]) under the conditions in (9) and 
(11) - ,zFp (1, Re @I))< a (~+nk%--2 mzq W (%-)b 
for every nonnegative integer 12. 
Since n is unbounded above, the last part of the conditions in (11) are 
certainly not satisfied for any choice of the parameter A. Therefore, the 
proofs of (1) and (4) in the earlier papers [6] and [7] are invalid, and 
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indeed these results are not true as stated and used so far. If, for example, 
we appeal to the asymptotic estimate 
(12) 1 1 -A--n, al, . ..) $@z: - (I x h, . . . . bs N nrl+cp2, n --f co, q2 1, 
where 
(13) P = lTias: (Re (4, 
the infinite series in (1) and (4) will diverge unless the (far too restrictive) 
second part of the conditions in (10) is satisfied. 
2. For q = 0, the Q-function occurring in (8) is known to vanish 
exponentially when x + 00, provided that the conditions corresponding 
appropriately to (9) hold. This situation evidently validates the above 
proof leading eventually to the following corrected forms of (1) and (4) : 
(14) 1 1-A-n al, p*w= g f e$!1.1 ; 
s-0 (I bl, (**, b,“‘“>’ 
or equivalently 
(15) P*(A)2 = nto ; P-9 s.r+1 2 (I 
l-bl, . . . . l--b8 
A+n, l-al, . . . . ) l--a, ’ 
where P*(A) is de&red by 
it being assumed, for example, that 
(17) o*=w~,,o=p-~(r+8-l)>0, Iarg(z)l<o*n, 0<12]<00, 
and 
(18) Re (1) > - 1~,2P (1, Re (bj)& 
As immediate natural consequences of the required modifications in 
(1) and (a), all of the expansions derived in [a] and [7] should be appro- 
priately corrected. We must hasten to add, however, that Sharma’s 
formulas (1) and (11) in [7] will now not hold at all, simply because the 
function C?~.$+&l ..a), occurring in (M), cannot be specialized to get the 
modified Bessel function &,(21/z) by using the known relationship [3, 
p. 216, Eq. (14)]. 
3. Over three decades ago, Meijer gave the multiplication formula 
(cf. [4, p. 1063, Eq. (13)]; see also [3, p. 213, Eq. (3)]): 
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where Re (w) > 4. 
Evidently, in the limit when ]w] + 00, the series on the right-hand side 
of (19) formally approaches that in (l), but the left-hand side of (19) 
does not approach P(A)zA unless 1, of course, A is so overly constrained 
as to satisfy the second inequality in (10) ; admittedly, under these con- 
straints, the expansion formulas (1) and (2) cannot be used as intended 
so far. If, however, we first set q = 0 and then apply the known expansion 
13, p. 20% Eq. WI, we see from (19) that 
A+b1, . . ..A+&. 
(q-*-l~ 
(20) A+al, . . . . A+%; 1 
provided that sir or a=r+l and ]wl>]z]. 
Now assuming that 0 < IzJ < 00, we take the limit of both sides of (20) 
as Iw] + 00, and the corrected formula (14) follows immediately. 
4. The various remarks of Sections 1 and 2 would essentially apply 
also to the main result in Shah’s paper 2 [6, p. 169, Eq. (3.1)] and all of 
its consequences derived by him [op. cit., pp. 170-1721. Shah’s results 
were claimed to provide generalizations (involving Fox’s H-functions) of 
those in Sharma’s paper [7], but we shall soon observe that the situation 
is, in fact, exactly the opposite. 
If we multiply both sides of the Neumann expansion (7) by 
&-l =sf 
ti 
[ I 
(al, A), . . . . (h, 4 
z (1, l), (51, Bi), . . . . (bb, &) 1 ’ 
and integrate the resulting expressions with respect to x from 0 to bo, 
using the familiar Mellin and Hankel transforms of the H-function [ll, 
p. 452, Eq. (2.5) and (2.6)], we shall obtain the following straightforward 
l See Math. Reviews 42 (1971), p. 1826, # 7166, where several obvious typographical 
errors in Saxcne and Bhagchandmi’s peper [S] hrtve also been recorded. 
a The oontent of Shah’s paper [6] is essentially identioal with that of his paper 
entitled “On a generalization of certain formulas”, which appeared elsewhere [Grzc. 
Mat. (Maa’rid) (1) 27 (1976), 198-207; ZentrczZ. M&h. 353 (1978), p. 162, # 330031. 
Our remarks will, therefore, apply equally strongly to the results of both of Shah’s 
Papers. 
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generalizations of (14) and (16) 
(21) QW= *z. ;H%l., [; 
or equivalently 
p-n-n, l), (a,&), a--, (%,A) 
(bl, &), a-., @a, &) 1 ' 
(22) &(W= f $ E;:+1 z 
[I 
(l-h, Bl), . . . . (l-b, &) 
(a+%, l), (l--al,&, ***, (l-+9 4 1 ' 
where &(A) is defined by 
fi m,+w) 
(23) ospss, rro, 
f-n+1 
it being understood, for example, that Al > 0, j = 1, . . . , r, Bj > 0, j = 1, . . . , .T, 
(24) $2 = I- i A,+ 3 Bj- i Bf>O, Iarg (z)l<$%, O<Iz]<oo, 
f-1 f-1 f-n+1 
and 
The expansion formula (22) provides the corrected form of Shah’s main 
result [6, p. 169, Eq. (3.1)]. It also suggests the appropriate necessary 
oorrections in the remainder of his paper, and more importantly, the 
form of (22) implies that his formula [6, p. 171, Eq. (6.3)], involving the 
modified Bessel function K,,(z), does not hold true for precisely the same 
reason as was given in Section 2 concerning its mild generalization con- 
sidered earlier in Sharma’s paper [7, p. 36, Eq. (lo)]. 
5. Alternatively, the method of derivation of (14) and (16;) as a con- 
fluent case of Meijer’s result (19) can be applied mutdis mutund~s to 
obtain their H-function analogues (21) and (22), respectively. Indeed, in 
order to conform to such simple restrictions as (25), we make use of the 
special case CJ = 0 of the known multiplication theorem given, among other 
places, in Skibmski’s paper [8, p. 1381 
w (1-k a), (a, Al), -a-, (cdr, 4.) w”l” H;$t+; - . z 
(26) ! [I 6, Bd, . . . . 6, Bd 1 1 (l-n-n,OC), (a,&), *-.,(G,Ar) = z. (l-;;l’ayH$‘i+: [;I (h, BI), . . . . (h, B.,) 1 ' 
express the left-hand side as in (20), and then take the limit of the resulting 
equation as ]wl + 00. We thus obtain the expansion formula 
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(27) cc1 & 
or equivalently 
(28) 
(A+n, a), (l-al, Al), . . . . (l-e, 4 
1, or>o, 
which, for OL- 1, reduce at once to (21) and (22)’ respectively. 
6. Now we turn to new applications of the expansion formulas (21) 
and (22) involving multiple series with arbitrary terms. If we let 
{fwl, **-, km)) denote a multiple complex sequence and define a genersl 
function of m variables xi, . . ., xm by 
(29) @(Xl, . . . . xm)= 2 A(iil, . . . . km) x:’ . . . x2, kl* . . ..&-0 
where, for convergence of the multiple series, we require that la]<&, 
&>O, i=l, . . . . m, then (21) readily yields the following multivsrieble 
expansion theorem : 
where Ii, . . . . 1, rare arbitrary positive integers, Q(A) is given by (23)’ and 
in addition to the conditions in (24) and (25)’ lz$j <l&, i = 1, . . . . m. 
By suitably specializing the arbitrary coefficients A&, . . . . k,,,), the 
expansion formula (30) can be rewritten fairly easily in terms of the 
(Srivastava-D&oust) generalized Lauricelle hypergeometric functions of 
several variables (cf. [ll, p. 454 et s~cJ.]), and we omit the details. Further- 
more, in its special csse when m= 2, Ii=&-= 1, and A(ki, kz) are appro- 
priately chosen, (30) should naturally correspond to the corrected version 
of Shah’s formulas [6, p. 170, Eq. (4.1)]. 
8 Incidentally, in proving his aforementioned formula [0, p. 170, Eq. (4.1))’ Shah 
required (but didnot state explicitly) that Aj=l, j=l,..., r, and &=l, j=l,..., s. 
These oonspicuously missing restrictions, and the fact that Shah only used a ~pe&oZ 
(Kampe de FBriet’s) double hypergeometric function, evidently imply that Shah’s 
main result [Zoc. cit.] and ~11 of its consequences are obvious particular oases of the 
corresponding results in the earlier papers by Saxena and Bhagchaudani [a, p. 203, 
Eq. (6) et seq.] and Sharma [7, p. 36, Eq. (6) et 8eq.l; we must recall here that Sharma’s 
peper [7] was claimed to have motivated Shah’s work [6]. {See also the various 
remarks which were referred to in the preceding footnote.} 
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Finally, we record an easily derivable extension, analogous to (30), 
of a multivariable expansion formula due to Srivastava and Daoust [ll, 
p. 455, Eq. (4.2)]. We first put 
and assume that Iarg (z)l <&An, 0~ IzI COO, where 
(32) A= 3 4- i Aj+ i B,- i B,>O, 
I-1 j-a+1 j-1 j-9+1 
(33) 
and 
By an appeal to the Srivastava-Daoust expansion [11, p. 453, Eq. (2.7)] 
#@)x;= 2 2(n+nvy+n) 
W-0 
(35) 
Hpaq+l [I 1 
(1-A-w 11, (m, AI), .-., @r, 4, (l+A+n, 1) 
. r+%r z @I, &I, ..a, @a, &I 1 
for q = 0, again with a view to waiving the extremely restrictive conditions 
(34) of its validity, we obtain the desired extension: 
. e22,, 
(36) 
[I 
5 (1-l-w 11, $ $1, . . . . ($9 4 (l+l+n, 1) 
I , . . . . (b, &I 1 z1k1+~-+4&lsn ( -nhlkl+...+l k (2A+n)llq+...+l E 2 
kl.-,&-O &(n+;k;+...+z*km) mm 
where, as before, 11, . . . . I,,, are arbitrary positive integers, @(XI, . . . . xn) 
is defined by (29), &(A) is given by (23) or by (31) with q=O, relevant 
parts of the conditions surrounding (32) and (33) hold, and Izxjl <I&, 
l&>o, i=l, . . . . r. 
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It would seem appropriate to remark that our multivariable expansion 
formulas (30) and (36) provide interesting generalizations and unifications 
of the modified or corrected versions of a fairly large number of results 
scattered throughout the literature. 
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